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Abstract: The last ten years have witnessed an increase in publications focusing on bioeconomy
as a proposal to confront the global challenges of climate change, depletion of non-renewable
resources and ecosystem degradation. This paper investigates the scientific literature on issues
related agricultural bioeconomy by applying a bibliometric network analysis. Bibliometric analysis is
applied to the publications of the Scopus database during the period 2010–2020 in order to provide an
overview of the main aspects that characterize agricultural bioeconomy. The results showed that out
of a total of 1100 scientific papers, only 2.45% were published in 2010, while the corresponding share in
2020 was 20.81%. In the five years of 2016–2020, cumulatively, 70.63% of the publications were made,
showing the dynamic evolution of bioeconomy. In addition, out of 85 countries in total, Germany
and Italy are the two countries with most publications, while the fragmentation of research is evident
with the creation of two main nodes, the European and the American. Moreover, keyword analysis
showed that biomass and sustainability are two main recurring concepts, confirming that, currently,
bioeconomy operates at three different levels: energy demand, land demand, and governance. It is
apparent that to boost the development of agricultural bioeconomy, the following aspects should
be assessed: the effective use of resources, an understanding of the key drivers of agricultural
bioeconomy, and a clear perception of their associations. There is still no consensus as to which are
the key factors that will accelerate its sustainable development. Our pursuit is to use the tools of
bibliometric analysis to reach more critical conclusions regarding the agricultural bioeconomy, rather
than approach it in a static way.

Keywords: bioeconomy; agriculture; bibliometric analysis; VOS viewer

1. Introduction

Addressing global challenges such as climate change, scarcity of natural resources and
environment pollution requires changes that can transform production and consumption
systems in a sustainable manner. An economy based on bio-resources as an alternative
to the use of fossil fuels is a major change in socio-economic, agricultural, and technical
systems and energy use. The concept of bioeconomy can be attributed to the economy from
which the basic structural elements for materials, chemicals and energy, such as plant and
animal resources, originate [1]. This type of economy can meet many environmental, social,
and economic sustainable requirements if it is intelligently designed and implemented.

At the same time, the growth of bioeconomy sectors represents an opportunity to pro-
mote innovation and create jobs in rural and industrial regions [2]. It is also an opportunity
to revitalize both productivity and economic development, to rehabilitate marginalized
areas, by improving the attractiveness of domestic industries through technological inno-
vations [3] and by dependence on imported raw materials [4].

Potential benefits of adopting bioeconomy include reducing reduced greenhouse
gas emissions, less dependence on mineral resources, prudent management of natural
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resources, and improved food security [5–8]. Job creation in both urban and rural envi-
ronments is another significant positive impact of bioeconomy, as mentioned above. In
addition, the creation of new markets for agriculture and crop production, such as bioen-
ergy, along with existing food markets and in combination with alternative sources of
income for farmers, can give significant momentum to rural areas [9]. The prospects for
a positive impact from an ambitious bioeconomy appear to be enormous. Nevertheless,
while the technical potential of bioeconomy is quite impressive—for example, over 90%
of oil-based products could be replaced by bio-based alternatives—the key challenge is to
achieve an increase in the scale of activities (e.g., in terms of biomass production) together
with the attainment of key sustainability goals.

It can be said that bioeconomy includes different disciplines, e.g., life sciences, agricul-
ture, ecology, engineering [10]; is depended on different primary resources from forestry,
agriculture, fisheries, and aquaculture; and relies on a variety of sectors (food, chemicals, en-
ergy, industrial materials, tourism-recreation, and wellness). Bioeconomy is ultimately the
viable utilization of biological resources to produce new biological products [11], providing
at the same time conditions for increasing living standards [12].

According to the latest reformation of the EU strategy [13], bioeconomy is an essential
component for the growth of the economy across Europe and the cornerstone of a carbon-
neutral future, increasing business competitiveness, and strengthening the industrial
base by creating new value chains. The updated strategy is based on the notion that
the European organic companies diversify their products, business models, and service
portfolios through the development of new products of a high value. The updated strategy
is based on the idea that EU organic companies diversify their business models and product
and service portfolios by developing new high value-added products. Furthermore, this
strategy includes as a EU policy priority agriculture as one of the most important organic
primary sector industries leading to biomass production [14,15]. Circularity and the use of
renewable biological resources, for instance plant or animal biomass, are the fundamental
elements of bioeconomy [16]. The bioeconomy, as an economic-productive model, provides
innovative alternatives to meet the main socio-economic and environmental challenges
of the 2030 Agenda, such as increasing agricultural production to meet the needs of a
global population projected to reach 10 billion in 2050 [17]. In addition, it must be noted
that the whole process should be performed using fewer resources, thereby protecting the
environment and reducing CO2 emissions [16,18]. Thus, greenhouse gas emissions could
be reduced by 50% by 2050 if there is an increase in the use of biomass and waste for energy
production. In general, the adoption and implementation of the bioeconomy has become
more widespread since 2015, but its definition and approach vary in different countries
pursuing different strategies [18].

The initiative to adopt bioeconomy involves an inherent, relatively high level of
risk [19]. It stems primarily from the need to compete with mature and highly effective
markets dominated by companies that still base their value creation on mineral resources.
Consequently, factors such as limited data and restricted knowledge of market conditions,
such as consumer acceptance of new organic products, put operators who adopt the
bioeconomy at risk. The answer to this challenging condition lies in the specific approach
of agricultural entrepreneurs to managing innovation, which clearly differs from the way
established companies organize their innovative initiatives and which could be described as
‘entrepreneurial experimentation’ [20–22]. In this way, farmers who adopt the bioeconomy
reduce risk and uncertainty about the usefulness of inventions by quickly testing new
technologies, developing applications and new products based on these technologies, and
learning quickly, as both products and farms are exposed to market dynamics. Such a
business process engages consumers early on [23]. The concurrent use of practices such
as rapid prototyping can also ensure that R&D produces results in a cheap and fast way,
while decreasing risk [24]. Therefore, based on the above, key drivers for farmers’ adoption
of the bioeconomy are innovation, technological development, and market acceptance [25].
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The transition to a bio-economy model can offer new business opportunities in rural
areas; for example, in the vicinity of biorefinery facilities that process biomass to produce
a diverse range of bio-based products such as food, feed, chemicals, bioenergy, biofuels,
electricity, and heat. Due to the costly nature of transporting low-value feedstocks, rural
areas could have a potential comparative advantage that would largely offset any higher
value-added economies of scale [26].

However, as with renewable energy sources, which are also produced mainly in
rural areas, there is no guarantee that the development of bioeconomy will enhance
rural development as there are many obstacles to that effect. Some impediments include
conflicting policies between countries or even within the same country, uncertainty about
environmental impacts and lack of attention to rural development issues or objectives. In
addition, in regions where fossil fuel economies are well developed, there are significant
dependencies caused by investment and interest groups that bioeconomy proponents
must address [27]. In summary, to develop the bioeconomy in rural areas and provide the
benefits mentioned above, individual needs must be considered and appropriate actions
must be implemented.

Within the above context, the main objective of the present study is to review the
international scientific literature on the nexus between agriculture and bioeconomy, follow-
ing its evolution through the application of bibliometric network analysis. Bibliographic
network analysis provides statistics based on network data in the form of maps showing
the relationships between organizations, countries, authors, and keywords in the scientific
literature on agricultural bioeconomy. Next, the basic methodology employed is presented,
the results of the analysis are in the following section, and the last section finally contains
some concluding remarks.

2. Methodology Issues—Bibliometric Network Analysis

Bibliometric analysis is based on retrieving bibliography of relevant scientific publica-
tions from a recognized database, such as the Web of Science or Scopus. Sample delimitation
can be defined by year of publication, geographical location of authors, selection of research
fields, and thematic journal classification or selection of keywords [28].

Bibliometric analysis involves the processing and recording of data related to pub-
lications, i.e., the number of references to them from other publications, the number of
publications, their distribution by country, scientific field, author, research center, etc. From
the publication data it is possible to identify the trend in research output and its charac-
teristics at the level of the organization, and country, as well as to determine the impact
and appraisal of research work and to identify social networks between researchers and
scientific areas [29]. The factors that influence bibliometric analysis are the following:

2.1. Scientific Areas

The comparison of indicators across scientific areas is challenging because there are
many differences, not only within them but also between different research disciplines, in
terms of publication reporting patterns and the time of obsolescence of research results.
For example, in cancer research, there are hundreds of scientific publications per year, and
it follows that the number of citations of these publications’ peaks within a short period
of time from the day of publication. In contrast, in the social sciences where publications
occur at a slower rate, citations are observed over a long period of time from the day of
publication. Finally, in computing, publications are mainly made at scientific conferences
without necessarily being followed by the publication of results in a scientific journal. It
therefore becomes clear that the bibliometric indicators of the respective scientific fields do
not fully reflect the actual situation [29].

2.2. Time Period for Analysis of Reports

It is accepted that the number of citations to a scientific publication is related to the
amount of time that has elapsed since its occurrence. In addition, older publications
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potentially have more citations, without this always implying the impact they have in the
scientific community. To normalize differences arising solely from the natural increase in
the number of citations to older publications, specific time intervals are set for measuring
citations to a publication [30].

2.3. Type of Scientific Publications

Moed [31] attempted to present the reasons why authors cite each other in their
publications. Most citations are positively oriented, i.e., they show that the author making
the citation finds something useful in the material cited. Negative citations may affect the
analysis of an article or author, but this negative effect is diminished in the clustered analysis
of authors, as they occur in research centers, universities, and countries. Glanzel [32]
pointed out that the number of citations in an article is influenced by the subject content;
for example, research activity in physics is lower than that in medicine. Furthermore,
publications in a research field with a high performance in the number of citations also
receive, on average, more citations.

A bibliometric network is defined as the visual representation through complex nodes
and links, and with multiple influences of bibliometric information, which allow the
conversion of quantitative data into qualitative conclusions [33]. There are five basic
methods of analysis used to determine the correlation of network terms [34]:

(a) Co-authorship analysis where the relevance of data is determined based on the
number of co-authors.

(b) Co-occurrence analysis where the correlation of data is determined based on the
number of publications that appear together.

(c) Citation analysis that determines the relevance of data based on the times that the
authors refer to each other.

(d) Bibliographic coupling analysis where the correlation of data is determined based on
the number of reports shared.

(e) Co-citation analysis which determines the relevance of data based on the times they
are cited together

The VOSviewer software was selected to be used for the bibliometric network analysis
in the current study [34]. The selection was based on four criteria: (1) It has been tested in
similar studies [28,33,35]; (2) its operation is reliable and widely accepted [36,37]; (3) it is
user friendly, does not require specialized knowledge; and (4) it is open-source software,
and anyone has free access.

VOSviewer also fulfils certain requirements such as: (a) accessibility of the user to
the survey data and tools, (b) repeatability of the results since they can be reproduced,
and (c) validity of the results due to criteria a and b. VOSviewer is a bibliometric net-
work visualization and reproduction software that combines mapping with a grouping
method, thus overcoming the two-dimensional limitation [34]. VOSviewer has been used
in recent studies such as Einecker and Kirby [38] on climate change and Tang et al. [39] on
sustainability over the period 2009–2018.

For the collection of data an attempt was made to identify the maximum possible
relevant scientific publications on agricultural bioeconomy. The research focused on the
Elsevier Scopus bibliographic database. The Scopus database fulfils three additional
criteria: (1) extensive coverage; (2) extensive availability of tools for searching, classifying
and extracting bibliographic data and calculating performance indicators; and (3) open
access to the database (not subscription-based).

3. Results

The research is based on the identification of the term bioeconomy in all publication
titles, abstracts, and keywords. In addition, the search for the term was conducted in five
different ways due to the differences observed in the way it is written the search results
are presented in Table 1. The search was limited to the period 2010–2020 and in the type
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of document article. The results were then downloaded in csv format and the duplicates
were deleted. The final search outcome in VOSviewer ended with 1100 paper publications.

Table 1. Alternative wording of the term bioeconomy.

Term Time Limitation Number of
Articles

Number of Articles after
Deleting Duplicates

Bioeconomy Bioeconomy
2010–2020 1217

Bio-economy Bio-economy
2010–2020 296

Bio economy Bio economy
2010–2020 1865

Bio-based economy Bio-based economy
2010–2020 483

Bio based economy Bio based economy
2010–2020 1001

Total 4379 1100

The term bioeconomy appears in 1217 articles in the period 2010–2020. Similarly, the
terms bio-economy 296 times, bio economy 1865 times, bio-based economy 483 times, and
bio based economy 1001 times. These data are posterior and incremental to the 1100 articles.

The definition of bioeconomy is closely linked to the general concept of bioeconomy
in the relevant strategy [40]. Two main approaches can be identified:

According to the first one, bioeconomy is related to technology. Such a definition,
employed in the strategies of various organizations, such as the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development [6] and the US [7], limits bioeconomy to the development
and application of current biotechnologies and scientific knowledge from life sciences.
With this approach, new healthcare applications, such as personalized medicine and
biomedicine, are considered part of bioeconomy. Biomass, as a raw material, does not
feature prominently in these strategies. The economic importance of bioeconomy comes
from its strong innovation capacity. Bioeconomy is considered to exist, but it needs to be
supported, expanded, and have its economic potential optimally exploited.

According to the second approach, bioeconomy focuses on biomass resources and
involves economic sectors that are employed in strategies emphasizing the transition
from an oil-based to a bio-based economy [5,41,42]. Within this approach, bioeconomy
includes the production, processing or use of biological resources [41]. In some of the
strategies [41,42], related sectors are mentioned, ranging from agriculture and forestry
to the food, timber, chemical, pharmaceutical, and energy industries, to their respective
commercial sectors, with minor variations from one strategy to another. The present
economic relevance of bioeconomy increases with the inclusion of traditional economic
sectors such as agriculture and food industry. At the same time, it does not address the
health sector. With the foreseen transformation of the economic resource base, bioeconomy
represents a development objective that can be realized in the future. In this framework,
the term bio-based economy is used as an equivalent to bioeconomy in some strategies [41].
Both terms are considered synonymous.

The term “knowledge-based bioeconomy” is used for the first time in the EU and
can be traced back to the Lisbon Strategy. The label ‘knowledge-based’, not so widely
used at EU level, is explicitly used in some national strategies, and echoed in others, as all
strategies focus on new scientific knowledge and technologies and their transformation
into economically profitable innovations.
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3.1. Keyword Network Analysis

Keyword analysis produced 9722 results; however, only 723 keywords were displayed
at least five times, which is the limit that has been set. The most common keyword was
biomass, followed by the words sustainability, bioenergy, biofuels, circular economy, bioe-
conomy, agriculture, climate change, environmental impact, and raw materials (Table 2).

Table 2. The top ten keywords related to the agricultural bioeconomy, ranked by the co-occurrence.

Keyword Co-Occurrence Total Link Strength Links

Biomass 143 1982 621

Sustainability 119 1345 453

Bioenergy 89 1338 419

Biofuel 71 1258 431

Circular economy 122 1194 428

Bioeconomy 141 1092 354

Agriculture 72 1054 402

Climate change 70 971 362

Environmental impact 60 946 356

Feedstocks 62 933 376

Moreover, most of these keywords (Figure 1) are either technological processes or
products. This shows that interest in the bioeconomy concept, including innovative prod-
ucts and their production technologies, is rising in the scientific community. Therefore,
the results indicate the main themes and ways in which scientists perceive the develop-
ment of bioeconomy. These factors can have both positive and negative impacts causing
acceleration or stagnation in the development of bioeconomy.
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These keywords are interdisciplinary, and their interdisciplinary character can be
seen in the analysis of the areas in which we find relevant publications. As shown in
Figure 2, the leading fields are environmental science, energy, engineering, agriculture, and
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biological sciences, while other fields are also represented indicating that bioeconomy is
interconnected with all these fields and has an interdisciplinary character.
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The co-occurrence network map of keywords regarding agricultural bioeconomy
(Figure 3) shows the most frequently used keywords, the size of the circle is proportional
to the coexistence of the element and the distance between the elements shows the strength
of their relationship.
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In the network map of agricultural bioeconomy there are five clusters of high co-
occurrences. The red cluster looks at agricultural bioeconomy as a driving force for
sustainability. The relevant literature reflects the lack of multidimensional studies on the
socio-economic impact of bioeconomy [43], the contribution of bioeconomy to the current
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economic and ecological transition [2], the role of the primary sector [44], and the dynamics
of unexplored resources to be used as bio-products and biofuels [45]. The blue cluster
correlates biomass with bioenergy production to mitigate climate change. Bioeconomics
aims to replace non-renewable resources with others of biological origin [46]. The green
cluster focuses mainly on biotechnologies to produce chemicals and biofuels. According to
the bioeconomy strategy adopted by China and based on seven sectors, the development
of large-scale industry to produce biological materials and biological chemicals that will
intensify the approach of green biotechnology in the chemical, food, pharmaceutical and
textile industries is an innovative application of high efficiency and low consumption. The
yellow cluster indicates the transition to the circular economy that is in progress. According
to Székács [47], the term bioeconomy has failed to incorporate the claims of sustainability,
so the transition to a new economic model, the circular economy is inevitable. However,
little research has been undertaken to monitor, model, and evaluate the impact and course
of specific sectors of the bioeconomy to formulate a policy framework [48]. Finally, the
purple cluster examines biogas production through anaerobic digestion of biomass. The
concept of the bio-refinery was in the forefront in 2017 but over the years its corresponding
references have decreased.

From this point of view, the agricultural sector must play an important role in sup-
porting bioeconomy through the provision of biomass but also with other services that con-
tribute to the sustainable development and support of the ecosystem. Increasing biomass
can reduce dependence on mineral resources for energy production as it is associated with
high exploitation of crop residues (e.g., straw and twigs) in rural areas [49].

At present, there are at least two important gaps. First, the value chains of the
bioeconomy need to be regulated. Experience with biofuels so far has revealed that,
although there are concerted efforts to promote them internationally, regulations have
never been established and production continues unabated in a very liberal governance
environment, irrespective of its impact on global sustainability or food security [50].

Secondly, evolutions in the bioeconomy can both help address and accelerate the
current imbalances in agricultural value chains. Securing the sustainability of agricultural
and biofuel value chains is not guaranteed [51]. Greater flexibility in land use and diverse
agricultural products can contribute to the dynamics of producers by creating further
demand and reduce the influence of market volatility. However, if these changes in the
bioeconomy are adopted only by existing agro-industrial complexes and expand selected
monocultures, it is possible to increase the environmental footprint and reinforce the
existing dominance of agri-tech companies and developed countries. However, let us not
overlook the 1 billion people globally whose livelihoods depend on agriculture, and who
could benefit substantially from the technological and economic growth through agro-
bioeconomy which will provide them with a powerful solution for sustainable development.
In this context, the control of value-added processes appears particularly crucial. Of course,
which policies and policy instruments can most effectively achieve one outcome or the
other is something that requires further research [52].

3.2. Country Network Analysis

The co-authorship analysis showed that 85 countries publish research on agricultural
bioeconomy. Of these, eight countries that do not belong to a cluster are isolated. No
restriction was applied to the final set of countries, i.e., all countries with at least one
publication are included. The different approaches and relationships between national
strategies are reflected in the network of scientific literature. Analysis of co-authors through
VOSviewer software shows that different national orientations (strategies) translate into
increased scientific collaboration-interaction between countries (Figure 4).
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All countries linked to the current research can be seen above, in Figure 4. By analysing
the software results in terms of the interaction that exists between the countries (based on
the co-authors of the scientific articles), some significant findings were reached.

A total of 12 clusters are created, while there are six clusters with five or fewer coun-
tries. In addition, in the created network the directions of bioeconomy can be distinguished
according to Bugge et al. [28]. The red cluster, for example, represents the vision of biotech-
nology, which focuses on the rapid use and commercialization of biotechnological research
in various sectors of the economy; the blue cluster, the vision of biological resources, which
emphasizes the sustainable use of biological raw materials; and the blue cluster, the vision
of bio-ecology, which promotes the improvement of biodiversity and the ecosystem, as
well as the avoidance of monocultures that cause soil degradation.

The red cluster (Figure 4) is made up of 15 countries and is the largest, which means
it has a significant weight compared to the others. The size of China’s node indicates
that it outweighs other countries and is followed by Denmark and India. The primary
purpose and objectives of the biotechnology vision are as expected economic growth and
job creation [53,54]. Thus, despite considering the positive impacts on climate change and
environmental aspects, economic growth is clearly prioritized over sustainability. Thus,
feedback uses the results from the use of biotechnology, while often ignoring the risks
and ethical considerations that are secondary priorities in economic development [55,56].
Value creation is linked to the application of biotechnology in various sectors, as well as
to the commercialization of research and technology. It is expected that economic growth
will follow from the exploitation of biotechnology and the important role played by the
intermediaries between research companies and investors, in stimulating the economic
activity around bioeconomy [57]. As a result, investment in innovation and research
will lead to knowledge production. Research starts from locally operated processes and
products and then moves on to production processes [58]. In terms of innovation drivers,
the implicit understanding of innovation processes in the biotechnology vision is in many
ways close to the so-called linear model of innovation, where processes of innovation are
supposed to start with scientific research, which then turns into product development,
production, and marketing. As a result, close interaction between academia and industry
is required to ensure that relevant research works [59]. Towards this end, technological
advances will resolve resource shortages and therefore such shortages are not a central
parameter for analysis [1,53]. Similarly, it appears that waste will not be a key issue as
biotechnology production processes result in little or no waste. Biotechnology applications
can even help convert organic waste into new end products [60]. Since research is central
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to this vision, research centers and other sources of research funding become central to
fulfilling the vision of the bioeconomy in actual development [61].

In the light blue cluster, which includes countries in America, there is an ambition that
bio-innovations will offer both economic growth and environmental sustainability [62].
While economic development in the biotechnology vision will harness biotechnologies, in
the bio-resource vision the harnessing of bio-resources itself is expected to lead to economic
development. In the environmental impacts, sustainability will have a positive bias, with
the focus on the technological development of new bio-based products, rather than on
environmental protection [63]. Therefore, climate is rarely assessed in the impacts of the
transition to a bio-economic model and sustainability receives rather less attention from
policy makers [53,64].

Finally, the blue cluster countries, which are all part of the European Union, are in
favor of the vision of bioeconomy, i.e., the conservation of biodiversity, ecosystem, and
waste management, with a focus on the development of regional rural areas. The blue
cluster mostly follows the European Bioeconomy Strategy, so as can be seen in Figure 4 it
is particularly linked to all the nodes. What we see is that the countries in this cluster are
oriented towards environmentally friendly, sustainable interventions that benefit regional
development. They are examples of how the respective bioeconomy policy at national level
can at the same time follow the European Strategy and vision.

The co-authorship analysis by country showed the fifteen strongest countries in link
numbers in the period 2010–2020, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The 15 countries with the most publications.

Country Co-Authorship Links

Germany 148 135

Italy 123 121

USA 117 108

Netherlands 102 118

United Kingdom 93 108

China 86 43

Spain 64 61

India 56 14

Sweden 51 62

France 50 92

Finland 50 74

Belgium 45 72

Canada 43 41

Denmark 38 50

Austria 37 68

Germany tops the list with a significant difference from the next, also European
country Italy. It is followed by the USA, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom,
which make up the top five. In summary, the bibliometric analysis shows that research on
agricultural bioeconomy is becoming more visible after 2016 (Figure 5). Network research is
still quite fragmented, with a core of European and American peripheral nodes. European
countries are focusing on environmentally friendly, sustainable interventions that benefit
regional development. In contrast, countries from other parts of the world, mainly Asia,
are significantly less connected to the central bioeconomics research network, although it
started relatively early, as early as 2017 (Figure 5).
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4. Discussion

In 2015–2016, research on bioeconomy focused on bioenergy and biofuels, since the
primary objective was to find new sources of renewable fuels and to decouple from fossil
fuels, the quantities of which are not inexhaustible. In 2017, research on biomass, biorefinery,
and biofuels was at the forefront, followed in 2018 by intensified publications focusing on
the bioeconomy within the context of sustainability. In 2019 to date, there is reference to
the circular economy and recycling/reuse. It is not feasible to claim that any of the above
disciplines have ceased to be studied or that the policy adopted has changed. However, we
can confidently identify the dynamics of the bibliometric map and the rapid change in the
dominant terms each year.

According to Konstantinis et al. [33] there are two possible hypotheses to explain the
evolutionary state of bioeconomy. Initially it can be considered as a technocratic trend or
as an attempt towards a radical transition away from the linear mineral-based model. As
mentioned above, the terms biomass, biorefinery, and biofuels were under study before
the growing interest in the bioeconomy seen after 2016. However, the central term that
now dominates is that of the circular economy which is referred to from 2019 onwards.
According to Székács [47] the term bioeconomy has failed to incorporate sustainability
claims, so the transition to a new economic model is inevitable.

Research on bioeconomy is clearly separated into literature that focuses on defin-
ing terms and literature that focuses on monitoring [65]. The circular economy and the
bioeconomy are two concepts that tend to overlap, and both focus on resources [66]. The
circular economy aims to reduce resource use and consumption, promote recycling activi-
ties, and minimize waste and emissions [67]. Bioeconomy aims to substitute non-renewable
resources with bio-based alternatives [46] with a focus on the introduction of bio-based
energy and materials to decrease environmental risks [28]. A clear connection between
these two concepts is represented by industrial symbiosis of production processes, where
one industry’s by-product is another industry’s input [68]. Circularity and efficiency are
not always incorporated into bioeconomy strategies [69], but some authors introduce the
concept of circular bioeconomy to ensure that bioeconomy supports resource efficiency [70].
However, little research has been conducted to monitor, model, and evaluate the impacts
and trajectories of specific sectors of bioeconomy to create a sector-specific and tailored
policy framework [48,71,72]. Monitoring is of paramount importance to identify and assess
alterations in economic, social, and environmental dimensions [73]. Monitoring allows for
the evaluation and addressing of the effectiveness of proposed systems and environmental
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and management policies [74]. The selection of monitoring indicators [75] should involve
a range of stakeholders and/or experts to ensure that heterogeneous views and knowledge
contribute to the internal dynamics of specific sectors [76]. Stakeholders tend to differ in
their interpretations of the preferences, strategies, and information that should be used to
provide realistic input to the evaluation and design of public policies [77].

5. Conclusions

Attempting to give a definition of bioeconomy, it will be “an ever-evolving economic
model based on sustainable economic growth and associated with different levels of tech-
nological maturity”. Simultaneously, the role of agriculture in the bioeconomy has made
its concept the subject of scientific studies. In recent years, publications on agricultural
bioeconomy have grown, confirming the international strategies and policies that have
been adopted and believe that bioeconomy can provide the solutions needed for climate
change, sustainability, green jobs, food security, energy security, and rural development.

This study is based on articles published in the period 2010–2020 and showed that the
strongest links to bioeconomy are links such as sustainability, circular economy, biomass,
and biofuels. Looking at the wider system, according to scientists, the key role in the
development of rural bioeconomy arises from the use of biological resources, higher value-
added production, and technology. At the same time, the co-authorship analysis showed
that the countries with the most publications are Germany, Italy, USA, the Netherlands,
and the UK, which belong to closely related clusters. From a methodological point of
view, bibliometric network analysis provides an overview of the main aspects of rural
bioeconomy, expanding on the relationships between countries and the keywords used
by researchers. Using data from Scopus and the analyses available through VOSviewer,
the ways in which researchers produce knowledge in this area were visually presented.
An advantage of the present method is the multidimensional approach to bioeconomy
by analyzing a large bibliographic database (Scopus database). A disadvantage is the
non-inclusion of gray literature (working papers) and non-Anglo publications that could
contribute to the research.

In the future, the effects of an increasingly diversified agricultural bioeconomy could
be analyzed using appropriate methods for calculating biomass indices at local and national
level. In a state of uncertainty, the right indicators can contribute to the development
of bioeconomy.
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